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From the heavy to the light verb
An analysis of tomar ‘to take’

Begoña Sanromán Vilas
University of Helsinki

And what do you do with other borderline cases such as take the form, take the 
time, take the lead, take the necessary action, take the offensive, take the risk, take 
the same approach, take the train to, etc.? Sweeping some of those cases aside by 
calling them light verb constructions does not solve the problem […] that needs 
to be further explored. (Colson, 2015, p. 1)

Introduction

This study is a description of the Spanish polysemous verb tomar ‘to take’ with 
the aim of explaining and offering a fine-grained analysis of the light verb tomar 
(LV tomar).1 LVs have become a topic of major interest for theoretical and applied 
linguistics. On the theoretical side, there is a need to clarify what, semantically 
and syntactically, a LV really means. Are they minimal semantic units, since most 
monolingual dictionaries use them to decompose the meaning of more complex 
verbs? Are they grammaticalized units within light verb constructions (LVCs) that 
have lost their meaning but still preserve the capacity to take syntactic arguments? 
On the applied side, in second language acquisition, for instance, LVs have been 
emphasized to be taught from the very first stages of learning because of their re-
currence. Results show that, even if they are decoded without trouble by non-native 
speakers, they are difficult to encode, and errors with LVs persist even among near-
native L2 speakers who have lived for decades in the target-language environment.

Research literature about these verbs is abundant cross-linguistically. However, 
there are not many monographs dedicated to particular verbs that focus on quali-
tative rather than quantitative methodologies. The present study is an attempt to 

1. The way of representing the light verb, LV tomar, is provisional. A more precise representa-
tion will be provide further in the article. Other LVs in Spanish are hacer ‘to do/to make’, dar ‘to 
give’, tener ‘to have’, poner ‘to put’, echar ‘to throw’, pasar ‘to pass’ and llevar ‘to carry’.
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fill this gap. It aims to provide a semantic description of the Spanish LV tomar ‘to 
take’ within LVCs such as those in (1–5):

 (1) tomar la siesta2

  (to take a nap):
  Después del almuerzo Tom quiso retirarse a tomar la siesta
  (After the meal Tom wanted to retire to take a nap)

 (2) tomar una foto
  (to take a photo):
  En el preciso momento en que tomó la foto, la limusina se interpuso entre la 

cámara y el edificio
  (At the very time he took the photo, the limousine stood between the camera 

and the building)

 (3) tomar una decisión
  (to make a decision) (lit. ‘to take a decision’):
  Finalmente toma una decisión, se guarda la carta en el bolsillo y se aleja del 

buzón
  (Finally he makes a decision, keeps the letter in the pocket and moved away 

from the mailbox) (lit. ‘he takes a decision’)

 (4) tomar venganza
  (to take revenge):
  Espero que comprenda que no soy el más indicado para tomar venganza por 

una infidelidad
  (I hope that you understand that I am not the right person to take revenge 

for infidelity)

 (5) tomar carrerilla
  (to take a run up):
  Acalorado como estaba y con el cuerpo pegajoso del viaje, Ángel tomó 

carrerilla hacia el agua, entrando en ella de cabeza.
  (As he was hot and had clammy skin, Ángel took a run up towards the water, 

diving head-first into it)

2. The acceptability of some of the examples included in this article varies from one native 
speaker to another. Tomar la siesta ‘to take a nap’ is a clear case of divergent opinions, as well as 
tomarse una ducha ‘to take a shower’. Tomar el autobús / un taxi, ‘to take the bus / a taxi’, etc., and 
tomar a un bebé en brazos ‘to take a baby in one’s arms’, for instance, are not frequently used in 
Peninsular Spanish, instead coger ‘to catch’ is used.
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I will take as a starting point the meaning of its counterpart, the heavy verb tomar 
‘to take’ (HV tomar),3 e.g., Tomó el libro de la estantería ‘He took the book from 
the shelf ’), as well as the different senses displayed by tomar as a general collocate 
verb.4 I will consider the collocate tomar between the heavier and lighter senses of 
the polysemous tomar. In doing so, I will try to answer the following questions:

a. Is there anything in common among these (1–5) or other similar expressions 
with tomar?

b. Has the LV tomar anything in common with the HV tomar, and with the col-
locate tomar?

c. How is the selection of LV tomar made by such different nouns (e.g., siesta 
‘nap’, foto ‘photo’, decisión ‘decision’, venganza ‘revenge’, carrerilla ‘run up’)?

d. Does the LV tomar share anything with the noun within the same LVC?

I will defend the hypothesis that the LV tomar is not semantically empty and, con-
sequently, its selection by the noun within a LVC, rather than being arbitrarily 
done, is based on its meaning. To support this claim the hypothesis of semantic com-
patibility (Sanromán Vilas, 2012a, 2013a, 2013b, 2014) will be tested. According to 
this hypothesis, LVs are paradigmatically related to their heavy counterparts and 
syntagmatically to the nouns within the same LVCs by means of lexical features. At 
the paradigmatic level, lexical features are the semantic links between the differ-
ent lexical units existing within the polysemic verb ‒ tomar, in this case ‒ where 
heavy and light senses are included, as well as other collocates. At the syntagmatic 
level, lexical features are the elements of semantic agreement between the LV and 
the nouns within the same LVC.

The data of this research is mostly extracted from Corpus del español del siglo 
XXI (CORPES XXI) (RAE), a reference corpus of contemporary Spanish that in-
cludes all its geographical varieties represented in a wide range of text types and 
genres. Several general monolingual Spanish dictionaries have been consulted, as 
well as combinatorial dictionaries like REDES and PRÁCTICO.

This research is mainly carried out within the theoretical and methodological 
framework of Explanatory and Combinatorial Lexicology (ECL) (Mel’čuk et al., 

3. The way of representing the heavy verb, HV tomar, and the collocate, collocate tomar, are 
also provisional.

4. Following Mel’čuk (2012, p. 39, among others), a collocation is constituted by two elements: 
a base and a collocate. While the base is a lexical expression freely chosen by the speaker, the 
collocate is a lexical expression chosen as a function of the base to express a particular meaning 
bearing on the base. When the verb to run is used as a collocate it loses its basic meaning ‘to 
move quickly’ and acquires a different one dependent on the base. For instance, in co-occur-
rence with business (to run a business), to run means ‘to be in charge of ’.
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1995; Mel’čuk et al., 1984–1999), a key component of the Meaning-Text Theory 
(Mel’čuk, 1997, among others).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a characterization of LVs 
and a brief presentation of the hypothesis of semantic compatibility. Section 2 de-
scribes the corpus and the methodology used in this article. Section 3 presents to-
mar as a polysemic unit within which three main divisions can be made:5 tomarI 
as a HV (Section 3.1); tomarII as a general collocate (Section 3.2) and tomarIII 
as a LV (Section  3.3). Section  4 is an attempt to capture the lexical features of 
tomar, paying special attention to the semantic links between the different lexi-
cal units within the polysemic unit and the semantic agreement between the LV 
and the noun within the same LVC. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results and 
draws some conclusions searching for generalizations and discussing the implica-
tions and limits of the study.

1. Background context to the research

1.1 A brief characterization of light verbs

By LVs I refer to a particular type of verbal collocates ‒ as opposed to general 
verbal collocates ‒ that co-occur with various predicate nouns, syntactically in the 
function of first objects (direct object, DO, or prepositional object, PrepO), and 
that have a general meaning. The nature of their meaning is so abstract that every 
dictionary attempt to define these verbs has resulted in a long list of senses con-
taining, more than a description of the meaning of the verb itself, an enumeration 
of certain nouns that co-occur with it.

LVs have received other names according to the conceptual characteristic the 
researcher aims to emphasize. In Bosque’s words (2001, p. 36), “the term light fo-
cuses on the abstract meaning of these predicates, while the French term support, 
the Italian supporto and the Spanish apoyo (‘support’) or vicario (‘subordinate’), 
sometimes used, focus on their grammatical defectiveness.” Indeed, the list could 
be enlarged by adding functional verbs, a term that underlines their grammatical 
function; delexical verbs and empty verbs, pointing out either the loss or the lack of 
semantic content, respectively, and high frequency verbs, a term that calls attention 
to the great number of occurrences of these verbs compared to other verbs in a 
given language. The combination of an LV with a predicate noun has also received 
various names, often related to the linguistic theory from which the phenomenon 
is approached. Thus, in addition to the names that add the term constructions to 

5. For the representation of lexical units (small capital, Roman numbers, etc.), see footnote nº 16.
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the previous ones (light verb constructions, support verb constructions, etc.), it is 
possible to find composite or complex predicates, stretched verb constructions, verb-
noun combinations, etc.

Bosque (2001) enumerates four properties of LVs: (1) They display two syn-
tactic structures (p. 25–26); (2) they do not seem to have an argument structure 
(p. 27); (3) they lack external arguments (p. 27–29) and (4) semantically, these 
verbs denote the coming into existence of an event or a state of affairs (p. 29–30). 
In addition to these properties, Butt (2003, 2010) points out that they are form 
identical with a main verb; they have marked morphosyntactic behaviour dis-
tinguishable from both auxiliaries and main verbs and they serve to modify the 
event encoded by the main predicator in a way that is different from other types of 
verbs (including auxiliaries, modals or main verbs). In Butt’s viewpoint, LVs have 
a semi-lexical status, not completely lexical and not completely functional and, 
accordingly, they should be treated as a separate syntactic class.

In this article, the term LVs will be used to refer to what Bosque (2001, p. 28) 
calls standard light verbs or what Alonso-Ramos (2004, p. 91) calls pure support 
verbs (verbos de apoyo puros), that is to say, those having a neutral value as opposed 
to those being specific for certain nouns (Koike, 2001, p. 90) ‒ called heavier light 
verbs by Bosque (2001, p. 28). In this regard, Spanish LVs are tomar ‘to take’ (to-
mar una decisión ‘to make a decision’), dar ‘to give’ (dar un grito ‘to give a shout’), 
hacer ‘to do/to make’ (hacer una pregunta ‘to ask a question’), tener ‘to have’ (tener 
respeto ‘to have respect’), poner ‘to put’ (poner un castigo ‘to give a punishment’), 
echar ‘to throw’ (echar un piropo ‘to give/make/pay a compliment’), pasar ‘to pass’ 
(pasar hambre ‘to have/feel hunger’) and llevar ‘to carry’ (llevarse una decepción 
‘to feel disappointment’), while specific or heavier LVs would be proferir ‘to utter’ 
or emitir ‘to emit’ in combination with grito ‘shout’; profesar ‘to profess’ or tributar 
‘to pay’ with respeto ‘respect’; formular ‘to formulate’ with pregunta ‘question’; or 
imponer ‘to impose’ with castigo ‘punishment’.

The group of LVs does not include phasal verbs, causatives or realization verbs.6 
A phasal verb is one that points out a phase ‒ the beginning, the continuation or 
the end ‒ of the event described by the noun. For instance, the initial phase ‘to 
start having/experiencing’ + noun would be expressed as coger/contraer una gripe 
‘to catch/contract a flu’ or trabar/entablar una conversación ‘to get in/to begin a 
conversation’. The continuation phase ‘to continue having/experiencing’ can be 
verbalized as guardar respeto ‘to keep the respect’ or sostener una conversación 
‘to carry on a conversation’. The final phase ‘to end having/experiencing’ can be 

6. LVs are usually the most general and neutral variants, thus no mention will be made to 
geographic, stylistic or diastratic differences, unless a counterexample is found. As the research 
concerns contemporary Spanish, diachronic differences will not be taken into account.
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expressed as perder el respeto/el miedo ‘to lose respect/the fear’. Causative verbs are 
those that denote ‘cause’, for instance, suscitar ‘to cause that someone feels’ (sus-
citar envidia ‘to arouse envy’) or disipar ‘to cause that something stops existing’ 
(disipar una sospecha ‘to dispel suspicion’). Finally, a realization verb is one that 
expresses the sense ‘to meet (or not) the inherent objectives of the lexical unit’, for 
instance, cumplir (incumplir) una promesa ‘to fulfil (to break) a promise’ or saldar 
una deuda ‘to meet/pay back a debt’. When tomar has any of these meanings, it will 
be studied under the label verbal collocates or simply collocates (collocate tomar 
and, more specifically from Section 3, tomarII).

1.2 Studies on the meaning of light verbs and the hypothesis of semantic 
compatibility

The hypothesis of semantic compatibility is based on the assumption that lexical 
units are not arbitrarily combined among them, but they contain lexical features 
of meaning that favour or reject certain combinations (Sanromán Vilas, 2009b, 
2012a, 2012b). In the formulation of this hypothesis, I have drawn inspiration 
from some studies, carried out through different linguistic frames, defending 
the existence of some lexical features, semantic component or units of meaning 
shared by the lexical units involved in syntagmatic combinations, generally known 
as collocations. First I will refer to some studies supporting the idea that LVs have 
meaning (Section 1.2.1). Next I will briefly describe the hypothesis of semantic 
compatibility (Section 1.2.2).

1.2.1 The nature of the meaning of light verbs
In the ECL, a LVC is considered a type of collocation (Mel’čuk et al., 1995, p. 46, 
Mel’čuk, 2004), where the LV is lexically selected by its base, the noun, in a more 
or less arbitrary way to acquire a sentence configuration. In general, it is consid-
ered that the role of LVs is to add grammatical information about tense, mood 
and person (Alonso Ramos, 2004, p. 24). However, Mel’čuk (1992, pp. 32–33) 
has remarked that even if pure LVs are semantically (quasi-)empty, two or more 
LVs that can co-occur with the same noun are not necessarily exact synonyms. 
Furthermore, the author declares that they can differ semantically from each other 
in many nuances, but this question is not further examined.

Apart from the ECL, there are other researchers who have addressed the ques-
tion of the lexical meaning of LVs in a more direct way. Among them, we can dis-
tinguish two different approaches: (1) those who concentrate on the relationship 
between LVs and their heavy counterparts, and (2) those who lay emphasis on the 
relationship between LVs and the predicate nouns with which they co-occur.
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The former approach, focusing on the relationship between LVs ‒ to take in X 
takes a walk ‒ and their heavy counterparts ‒ to take in X takes an apple from the 
tree ‒, brings together mainly authors adhering to cognitive frameworks. In gen-
eral lines, the semantic links between both lexical units ‒ the HV and the LV ‒ are 
considered extensions of a polysemous word. In cases where researchers follow-
ing this line cannot manage to isolate a distinct meaning of a particular LV, it is 
assumed that the meaning of the LV has to be examined within the construction 
where the LV is placed. Representative works within this approach are the analysis 
of to take in Norvig and Lakoff (1987) or the extensive study of to give in Newman 
(1997). Brugman (2001), for her part, has reviewed the English LVs to give, to take 
and to have in order to verify that they have meaning and not only function, as well 
as to prove that the relationship between LVs and HVs shows regularities cross-
lexically, that is to say, the semantic links that relate a LV to the corresponding HV 
are repeated in other polysemous verbs. Butt’s works can be located outside the 
cognitive model but within this group. Butt (2003, 2010; Butt & Geuder, 2001; Butt 
& Lahiri, 2013) studied the relation of LVs with heavy counterparts as a cross-lin-
guistic phenomenon, but the syntax and semantics of LVs as language dependent.

The latter approach puts together authors whose target is mainly to find an 
explanation for the relationship between the LV and the noun occupying the posi-
tion of primary object (DO or PrepO). Researchers in this group mostly belong to 
functional approaches, particularly those associated with lexicographic projects. 
Among them, I refer to Apresjan and Glovinskaja (2007), Apresjan (2009), Barrios 
(2010), Bosque (2004a, 2004b), De Miguel (2006, 2008 and 2011), Montagna 
(2015) and some authors within the framework of the “lexique-grammaire”, such 
as Giry-Schneider (1987) and Vivès (1984, 1993). They agree that aspectuality 
plays a major role in the relationship LV + predicate noun. According to Apresjan 
(2009), the selection of an LV is conditioned by the lexical meaning of the LV and 
the semantic class of a Vendlerian classification7 to which the noun belongs. He 
claims that there is “semantic agreement” between the LV and the noun: “they 
should have at least one non-trivial recurrent (repetitive, common) semantic 
component in their meaning” (Apresjan, 2009, p. 4). Bosque talks about “redun-
dancy” and “agreement of lexical features” (Bosque, 2004a, p. 47; 2004b).

Beside these approaches,8 Reuther (1996, pp. 198–199) proposes the descrip-
tion of a LV dividing its meaning into three different parts: (1) a more general (tax-
onomic) part, (2) a specific part that shows the semantic links with other senses of 

7. Vendler (1967; Dowty, 1979) classifies verbal predicates into four aspectual groups: states, 
activities, accomplishments, and achievements.

8. This classification is not exhaustive. Some other researchers have addressed the question in 
more or less depth, as for example Battaner (2011), Martín Mingorance (1998), Wotjak (1998), 

sanroman
Inserted Text
(1996) instead of (1997)
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the given verb, and (3) another specific part containing the semantic characteris-
tics of nouns that typically appear in collocations with the verb.

1.2.2 The hypothesis of semantic compatibility
From my point of view, lexical features within LVs ‒ or collocates, in general ‒ op-
erate on two levels. At a paradigmatic level, lexical features are semantic links be-
tween the different lexical units within a polysemic word. For instance, within the 
polysemic verb to give, the HV to give, in The teacher gave a book to the student, 
is linked to the LV to give, in The teacher gave some information to the student, by 
the lexical feature ‘transference’. In the former, the book is the object of the trans-
ference from the teacher to the student; in the latter, it is some information. At a 
syntagmatic level, lexical features are elements of semantic agreement between the 
members within a collocation. For instance, the communication noun promise 
co-occurs with to make (to make a promise) because both contain a component of 
‘creation’ in their meaning: a promise is made ‘created’ at the moment of speech 
by telling it; to make implies ‘to create’ or ‘to form something that did not exist 
previously’. Thus, promise and to make agree semantically. On the other hand, the 
noun information, a piece of knowledge that already existed before the speech act, 
cannot co-occur with to make because they do not semantically agree, instead 
information agrees with to give, because it is due to be transferred to a recipient.9

The hypothesis of semantic compatibility applied to LVCs underlines the fol-
lowing assumptions: (1) For every LV in a given language, there is a verbal coun-
terpart or HV with which it bears a polysemic relationship (e.g., LV to make and 
HV to make). (2) Every predicate noun can select a LV with which it shares one 
or several lexical features in order to emphasize or specify those features (e.g., 
promise selects the LV to make to emphasize the semantic component ‘creation’). 
(3) The lexical feature(s) of the predicate noun emphasized by the LV agrees with 
the part of the meaning the LV shares with the HV (e.g., the component ‘creation’ 
of promise is also the component shared by the LV to make and the HV to make).

for Spanish; Wierzbicka (1988), Stein (1991), for English; Duarte et al. (2010) and Gonçalves 
et al. (2010) for Portuguese, among others.

9. The reader can find a more complete description of the hypothesis of semantic compatibility 
in Sanromán Vilas (2012a) and, more concretely about communication nouns, in Sanromán 
Vilas (2011a, 2013b, and 2014).
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2. Corpus and methodology of the study

2.1 Corpus and dictionaries

Data have been collected from Corpus del español del siglo XXI (CORPES XXI) 
(RAE), a reference corpus of contemporary Spanish, including written texts and 
some oral transcriptions produced between 2001 and 2015. The corpus covers a 
wide range of text types and genres from all the Spanish geographical varieties 
(Spain, America, the Philippines and Equatorial Guinea). Sporadically, when there 
was a need to increase the number of examples, the Corpus de referencia del espa-
ñol actual (CREA) (RAE) was also consulted, which contains examples produced 
before 2001. Specifically, the search criteria introduced were the verb tomar as 
lemma in combination with the grammatical category noun, within a space of one 
to three words to the right of each other. The results displayed in 200 screens, cor-
responding to 4 000 examples, were manually reviewed. Nouns denoting repeated 
entities were excluded ‒ for instance, food products and beverages ‒ as well as fixed 
expressions with tomar.

In addition to this, entries on tomar were consulted in a selection of some of 
the most representative general monolingual dictionaries of Spanish (DUE, DEA, 
DRAE, DSLE, CLAVE, DELE and LEMA),10 as well as the combinatorial dictionar-
ies REDES and PRÁCTICO and DiCE.11 In particular, the classification of nouns 
co-occurring with tomar presented in REDES was used as the starting reference 
point of this article.

The occurrences of tomar extracted from the corpus and the dictionary en-
tries were used to divide the verb into different lexical units, separating the heavy 
senses from those where tomar forms part of a collocation. In the last cases, a fine-
grained classification was made between the uses of tomar as a general collocate 
and its uses as an LV, applying the lexical functions of the ECL (see next section).

The specific sources of the examples shown in this article are displayed in the 
Bibliography Section, List of specific sources of the examples, following the example 
number.

10. See the final bibliography.

11. The DiCE was consulted for the combination of tomar with emotion nouns.
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2.2 The use of lexical functions for the classification of collocations

In this research, I use the lexical functions (LFs, Mel’čuk, 1982, 1996, 1998, 2007) 
from the ECL12 to describe the different values of tomar as a verbal collocate and 
as an LV. LFs are a lexicographical tool that codifies the semantic relation between 
the elements of a collocation in universal terms. In many cases, LFs also inform 
about the actantial structure of the collocation. LFs have some resemblances with 
mathematical functions. If, in mathematics, the function ‘square root’ has the val-
ue 5 when it is applied to 25 (√25 = 5), in linguistics, the LF Magn, for instance, 
which corresponds to the sense ‘intense’, has the value close when it is associated 
with friendship (Magn(friendship) = close). However, while mathematical func-
tions have a single value, LFs can have several: to express that the friendship is ‘in-
tense’ a speaker of English can say close friendship as well as deep/firm friendship.13

In this article a distinction is made between collocations in general and LVCs, 
which form a subgroup within collocations. The difference between them lies in 
the nature of the meaning of the collocate and its contribution to the collocations. 
LVs have a more abstract or taxonomic meaning, which is more difficult to de-
scribe than that of collocates in general. As for most of the collocations in this ar-
ticle the two basic LFs Oper and Real are used, we will start with a brief description 
of them. Oper (Oper1 and Oper2) refers to an LV, without specifying its content, 
which takes a lexical unit – the base of the collocation – as its first verbal object 
(DO or PrepO). In Figure 1, to pay in to pay a visit (= to visit) and to receive in to 
receive a visit (= to be visited) are codified by means of the LFs Oper1 and Oper2.

Oper1
(to pay)

Oper2
(to receive)

visit
•

•
Y

the patient

•
X

the doctor

Figure 1. Representation of the LFs Oper1 and Oper2 for the noun visit

Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the grammatical subject of the verb: subscript 1 refers 
to the first actant of the noun visit (X in X’s visit to Y: the doctor pays a visit to the 

12. The origin of LFs can be traced back to the late sixties when Žolkovskij and Mel’čuk where 
working on machine translation (Žolkovskij & Mel’čuk, 1970[1967]).

13. There are around sixty simple LFs, which can be combined and fused to make complex LFs 
and configurations of LFs. LFs cover all the combinatory of lexical units at the syntagmatic and 
at the paradigmatic level.
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patient); subscript 2, to the second actant (Y in X’s visit to Y: the patient receives a 
visit from the doctor).14

LF Real (Real1 and Real2) has the same syntax as Oper. They only differ in se-
mantic content: while Oper denotes an LV, Real refers to a realization verb, that is, 
a verb that expresses the sense ‘to meet the inherent objectives of the lexical unit’ 
or, more precisely, ‘to do with regard to the lexical unit what is normally expected 
of participant (actant) 1 in the respective situation’, the collocate verb taking the 
actant 1 of the noun as its grammatical subject and the noun as the primary object 
(Apresjan & Glovinskaja, 2007, p. 35). For instance, if Oper1 applied to promise has 
to make as its value (X makes a promise), the Real1 of promise is to fulfil (X fulfils the 
promise made…); Oper2 of exam is to take (Y takes an exam), while the Real2 is to 
pass (Y passes the exam taken…). However, when the noun is not a predicate noun 
but an artifact, Real1 means ‘to use the lexical unit according to its destination’, e.g., 
to read a book; and Real2means ‘to be accessible for use according to the lexical 
unit’s destination’, e.g., to be at the theatre (see Apresjan & Glovinskaja, 2007, p. 34).

In Section 3.2 and 3.3, a new LF will be introduced, Laborij, and a few details 
more will be added: for instance, the combination of previous LFs Oper and Real 
with Incep, which signals the initial phase of an event, and with Magn, which adds 
the meaning ‘intense’.

3. An overview of the verb tomar ‘to take’

This section will be devoted to the verb tomar ‘to take’15 as a vocable, or poly-
semic unit, within which several lexical units can be mainly separated into three 
groups: (1) those that have full meaning, corresponding to the so-called heavy or 
full verb (tomari) (Section 3.1); 2) those that make part of collocations, or verbal 

14. Following the conventions of the Meaning-Text theory (Mel’čuk, 1997, among others), capi-
tal letters X, Y and Z are used to indicate the semantic actants of a predicate, while Arabic num-
bers 1, 2, and 3 represent its superficial syntactic actants.

15. Although to take is offered as the English equivalent of the Spanish tomar, it has to be point-
ed out that they are not exactly equivalent. For instance, the English to take can mean ‘to move 
sth/sb from one place to another’, e.g., He took the glasses to the other room or Will you take her 
to the cinema? This meaning is expressed in Spanish with other verbs, llevar/traer ‘to carry’ ‒ the 
choice of the verb depending on the direction seen from the perspective of where the speaker 
is. Some senses of tomar ‘to take’ are close to some senses of coger ‘to catch’ and they can 
overlap. In the European spoken Spanish it is frequent to use coger ‘to catch’ instead of tomar 
‘to take’ in some situations. However, coger ‘to catch’ is avoided in some varieties of American 
Spanish, especially in the Spanish spoken in the Río de la Plata area, because it has acquired 
vulgar (sexual) connotations (Pastor Millán, 1990) and it is used to swear.
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collocates, whose meaning is halfway between the heavier and the lighter lexical 
units (tomarii) (Section 3.2) and 3) those included in the group of the LVs (to-
mariii) (Section 3.3).

Throughout this overview, the description of tomar focuses mostly on its 
senses as a transitive verb followed by a noun (e.g., tomar una manzana ‘to take an 
apple’; tomarle cariño a alguien/algo ‘to begin to be fond of sb/sth’; tomar el autobús 
‘to take the bus’; tomar una foto ‘to take a photo’, etc.). However, the study is not an 
exhaustive characterization of the verb: some of the nuances of its meaning as an 
HV are not included, as well as some of the meanings of tomar combined with 
prepositional groups, and all the structures where tomar forms a part of fully 
idiomatic structures are excluded from this presentation.

3.1 Basic senses of tomar ‘to take’ as a heavy verb

According to DUE, the basic senses of the Spanish tomar can be reduced to two, 
‘to catch’ and ‘to receive by accepting’. I will refer to these senses with the lexical 
units tomarI1 ‘to takeI1’ and tomarI2 ‘to takeI2’.16 First, I describe some situations 
where the meaning of the verb can be covered by tomarI1 ‘to takeI1’ ‘to catch’ and, 
second, those whose sense is better included under the lexical unit tomarI2 ‘to 
takeI2’ ‘to receive by accepting’. Both senses make up the meaning of tomar ‘to 
take’ as an HV at, what we will call, the first level of abstraction of the meaning.

Firstly, the action of ‘catching’ (‘grasping’ or ‘picking up’) a physical object (‘X 
tomaI1 Y con una parte de su cuerpo u otro instrumento Z’ ‘X takesI1 Y with a part 
of her/his body or another instrument Z’) entails the agent’s will and her/his con-
trol, as shown in (6).

 (6) Tomó de la estantería una figurita de cristal rojo
  (S/he took a small figure of red crystal from the shelf)

If sentence (6) takes place in a situation in which there are several figures on the 
shelf and the agent takes one of them, tomarI1 ‘to takeI1’ can stand as a synonym 
(hypernym) for escoger ‘to choose’. In both situations the act of taking is under the 

16. The different senses of the verb will be represented following the ECL and Mel’čuk et al. 
(1984–1999). The semantic distance among the lexical units will be marked by Roman numbers 
(I, II, III) for the greatest distance, followed by Arabic numbers (1, 2, 3) when the meanings are 
closer than the previous; finally, the lowest distance between the lexical units will be represented 
by the letters of the Latin alphabet (a, b, c). Numbers and letters will be in bold. When the verb 
is written in small capitals, it means that it is still a polysemous word within which several 
lexical units can be separated. If the verb is written in italics, there will not be further decompo-
sition into simpler senses.
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agent’s control and depends on her/his will. In addition to this, the sense ‘to choose’ 
implies the agent’s comparison and reflection among the available options.17

As mentioned above, the action of taking can be performed with the hand (7) 
or “with another body part”, as is explicitly pointed out in DUE (s/v. tomar), leading 
to the inclusion of the meanings ‘to eat’ (8) and ‘to drink’ (9) under this lexical unit:

 (7) Tomó el libro con las dos manos y leyó el título
  (S/he took the book with both hands and read the title)

 (8) Y nos tomaríamos la paella servida por la tripulación
  (And we would take the paella served by the crew)

 (9) Yo voy a tomar una cerveza, pero vos pedí lo que te guste
  (I am going to take a beer, but you can ask whatever you like)

Human beings can also be taken in one’s arms (10). Other instruments can also be 
used to take physical entities (11):

 (10) La chica tomó al bebé en brazos y salió a la calle
  (The girl took the baby in her arms and went out into the street)

 (11) Es como tomar una sopa con un tenedor
  (It is like eating [lit. taking] a soup with a fork)

Syntactically, the semantic actant ‘part of the body with which something or some-
body is taken’ is not expressed, unless there is a need to emphasize something 
related to it, as is the case in (7), where a particular way of holding the book with 
the two hands is pointed out.

The second sense of tomar, tomarI2 ‘to takeI2’ can be defined as ‘to receive 
by accepting’: ‘X tomaI2 (Y)’ ‘X takesI2 (Y)’. The addition of the meaning ‘by ac-
cepting’ serves to emphasize that tomarI2 entails the receiver’s will and is not only 
a passive action – as is the case of recibir ‘to receive’.18 The active sense of tomarI2 
‘to takeI2’ is well illustrated by the fact that it is often expressed in the imperative 
mood (12) and with the absence of the first verbal object (DO), a possibility that is 
not well accepted by recibir ‘to receive’ (13):

17. For the purposes of this study, I will not make a further division in the lexical unit tomarI1, 
but if we would like to be more precise, the meaning ‘to choose’ could be presented as tomarI1a, 
for instance. See Mel’čuk et al. (1995, and 1984–1999) for the proposal of a hierarchical division 
of lexical units within a vocable.

18. Recibir ‘to receive’ has a passive subject. It is dar’s ‘to give’ conversive verb: ‘X da Y a Z’ ‘X 
gives Y to Z’ implies ‘Z recibe Y de X’ ‘Z receives Y from X’.
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 (12) [Dándole un paquete.] Toma Ø, las veinte [velas]
  ([Offering her/him a package]. Take Ø, the twenty [candles])

 (13) [Dándole un paquete.] *Recibe Ø, las veinte [velas]
  ([Offering her/him a package.] Receive Ø, the twenty [candles])

Another difference between tomarI2 ‘to takeI2’and recibir ‘to receive’ is the fact 
that the former cannot express the giver syntactically while the latter can certainly 
do it by means of a second verbal object. Example (14a) can only be interpreted 
as (14b), but not as (14c), while Example (15a) is ambiguous between (15b) and 
(15c)’s interpretations.

 (14) a. Toma las flores de su madre
  b. Toma [las flores de su madre]
   (S/he takes her/his mother’s flowers)
  c. * Toma [las flores] [de su madre]
   (S/he takes the flowers from her/his mother)

 (15) a. Recibe las flores de su madre
  b. Recibe [las flores de su madre]
   (S/he receives her/his mother’s flowers)
  c. Recibe [las flores] [de su madre]
   (S/he receives the flowers from her/his mother)

3.2 From the heavy to the light verb: tomarII ‘to takeII’ as a verbal collocate

In this section, the focus will be on the transitive verb tomar ‘to take’ when it 
does not function as an HV, but as part of a verb-noun collocation. In this case, 
the role of tomarII ‘to take’ is that of a collocate, which is selected by the base of 
the collocation. For most scholars, this selection is done in an arbitrary way, which 
means that tomarII loses partially or completely its own lexical meaning, taking a 
new one in co-occurrence with the base of the collocation and/or providing gram-
matical content to the base. According to the hypothesis defended in this article, it 
will be proved that tomarII does not lose its meaning completely and its selection 
by the noun is based on tomarII’s meaning, which is, in turn, related to the mean-
ing of the HV. Hence, tomarII here is neither an HV nor an LV, but a verb halfway 
between those. It has an easy to find semantic content, and it can be generalized to 
several nouns. In this section we will go through two further main divisions into 
tomarII: tomarII1 (Section 3.2.1) and tomarII2 (Section 3.2.2).
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3.2.1 TomarII1 ‘to takeII1’ ‘pasar a tener / pasar al estado…’‘to come to have / 
to come to the state of…’ as an inceptive verb or verb of change of state

The two basic meanings of tomar as a HV described in Section 3.1 – tomarI1 ‘to 
takeI1’ ‘to catch’ and tomarI2 ‘to takeI2’ ‘to receive by accepting’ (the first level of 
abstraction) – could be reduced, at a second level of abstraction, to tomarII1 ‘to 
takeII1’ ‘pasar a tener / pasar al estado’ ‘to come to have / to come to the state of ’, 
‘to move to a position of having’ (‘to acquire’, ‘to take possession of ’) (see DUE and 
DEA). The meaning ‘to come to have’ (tomarII1) as a result of catching (tomarI1) 
and accepting (tomarI2) indicates the beginning of the possession/acquisition or 
the change of state of: ‘to start to have / to start to be in the state’. From an aspec-
tual point of view, tomarII1 is an inceptive or ingressive verb that marks the initial 
phase of a process. Next we will distinguish three different lexical units within 
tomarII1: tomarII1a, tomarII1b and tomarII1c.

TomarII1a is selected by nouns denoting physical or abstract properties of 
entities, habits, as well as permanent emotions or attitudes. Some of the semantic 
classes mentioned in REDES can be classified into these groups:

a. nouns denoting properties of entities, frequently interpreted in an abstract 
manner: color ‘colour’, aspecto ‘aspect’, cariz ‘appearance’, cuerpo ‘body’, con-
sistencia ‘consistency’, dimensión ‘dimension’, proporción ‘proportion’, carácter 
‘character’, característica ‘characteristic’…

b. nouns denoting reflexive knowledge: conciencia ‘awareness’, conocimiento 
‘knowledge’.

c. nouns denoting attitude or position in a concrete or abstract way: posición 
‘position’, actitud ‘attitude’…

d. nouns denoting habits: hábito ‘habit’, costumbre ‘habit’, manía ‘fixation’, rutina 
‘routine’…

e. nouns denoting permanent emotions: cariño ‘care’, afecto ‘affection’, odio ‘hate’, 
aversión ‘aversion’…

Within the ECL, tomarII1a would be described as a value of the phasal LF 
IncepOper1, a verb that takes the base of the collocation (the noun) as its DO and 
the first actant of the noun as its grammatical subject (as seen in Section 2.2). The 
additional Incep makes reference to the first phase of a process. Thus, IncepOper1 
means ‘to start having / being in a state / feeling…’. Generally, nouns that take 
tomarII1a as a value of the LF IncepOper1 (16a-20a) also have tener as a value of 
Oper1, the basic verb to express possession (16b-20b).

 (16) a. Una de las máscaras tomó el aspecto de su padre
   (One of the masks took on the aspect of his father)
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  b. Los lobos tienen el aspecto y el tamaño de un perro pastor alemán grande
   (Wolves have the aspect and the size of a big German shepherd)

 (17) a. [El fiscal] tomó conocimiento del hecho y ordenó la presencia de detectives
   ([The prosecutor] became aware of the fact and ordered the presence of 

detectives) (lit. ‘took knowledge’)
  b. ¿Tienen tus padres conocimiento de tus lecturas?
   (Are your parents aware of your readings?) (lit. ‘do your parents have 

knowledge’)

 (18) a. La persona mayor ha de tomar una actitud positiva en la vida
   (Old people must take a positive attitude towards life)
  b. Parecía tener una actitud de desprecio hacia nosotros
   (He seems to have an attitude of contempt toward us)

 (19) a. Numerosos historiadores tomaron el hábito de consultar en la Biblioteca 
Nacional la nueva colección

   (Several historians took the habit of consulting the new collection in the 
National Library)

  b. Mi abuelo tiene el hábito de lanzarnos la misma vieja perorata
   (My grandfather has the habit of rattling on about the same old things) 

(lit. ‘throwing the same old speech’)

 (20) a. Su tío es amigo mío, y con el tiempo le he tomado afecto también a usted
   (Your uncle is a friend of mine, and with time I have also started to feel 

affection towards you) (lit. ‘I have also taken affection’)
  b. La verdad es que he trabajado con los dos y les tengo gran afecto
   (The truth is that I have worked with both of them and I have a great 

deal of affection towards them)

Nouns described in the groups (a-e) denote properties at such a general level that 
they need to be specified by a prepositional complement – e.g., el aspecto de su 
padre ‘the aspect of his father’ in (16a) – or an adjective – una actitud positiva ‘a 
positive attitude’ in (18a) – syntactically dependent on the noun. Nouns referring 
to emotions in group (e) are used to express the object of the emotion as the sec-
ond object of the verb like le ‘towards you’ in (20a).

TomarII1b is normally combined with nouns denoting physical magnitude 
or nouns implying abstract relevance, such as temperatura ‘temperature’, altura 
‘height’, peso ‘weight’, velocidad ‘speed’, intensidad ‘intensity’, luminosidad ‘bright-
ness’, fuerza ‘strength’, impulso ‘impulse’, auge ‘boom’, importancia ‘importance’, 
etc., (REDES). In these contexts, it means ‘to start to move upwards in a scale’ / ‘to 
begin to increase’.
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 (21) Siente el impulso de saltar hacia el andén […] y mientras duda, el tren va 
tomando velocidad

  (He feels the urge to jump onto the platform […] and while he hesitates, the 
train gathers speed) (lit. ‘takes speed’)

 (22) Las memorias han vuelto a tomar protagonismo dentro de la sociedad actual
  (Memoirs have again become the focus of interest in today’s society) (lit. 

‘have returned to take relevance’)

In addition to the to the meaning ‘to come to have’ represented by the FL 
IncepOper1, tomarII1b denotes an incremental process that is also present in 
nouns referring to advantageous positions: ventaja ‘advantage’, distancia ‘distance’, 
delantera ‘lead’… (REDES, s.v. tomar, section f).19

 (23) El Real Madrid ha tomado una pequeña ventaja con el resto de sus rivales en 
la Liga

  (Real Madrid has a small advantage over the rest of its rivals in the league) 
(lit. ‘has taken a small advantage’)

TomarII1c has the same inceptive meaning ‘to start to have / to be in a state’ when it 
co-occurs with nouns such as consideración ‘consideration’, alquiler ‘rent’, préstamo 
‘loan’, matrimonio ‘marriage’, etc. However, in these cases, tomarII1c functions as 
a value of IncepLaborij. Laborij, an LF of the Oper family, takes the noun (base of 
the collocation) as its second verbal object, actant i of the noun as its grammatical 
subject and actant j as the first verbal object.20 For instance, in Figure 2, the lexical 
unit alquiler ‘rent’ has three semantic actants: X (the owner), Y (the entity) and Z 
(the tenant), expressed as ‘alquiler del individuo X de la entidad Y al individuo Z’ 
‘individual X rent’s of entity Y to individual Z’.

alquiler ‘rent’
•

•
Z

(‘tenant’)

•
X

(‘owner’)

•
Y

(‘entity’)

Figure 2. Semantic actants of the lexical unit alquiler ‘rent’

19. One of the reviewers proposes to represent tomarII1b with the LF PredPlus/ IncepOper1.

20. In Meaning-Text theory, the lexical function Laborij as well as Operi and Funci are consid-
ered semantically empty from the perspective of its selection by the noun. However, they play 
an important communicative role (expressing the communicative organization and perspective 
of the sentence). In addition to these aspects, they carry the grammatical meaning normally 
expressed by verbal categories in a sentence (Mel’čuk, 1996, p. 60).




























































